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BBREVIAT1D LIST OF S1Î1ik3OLS 

h10 Cormaon-emitter input Lnpedance with the output short- 
circuited. Jso roferred to s 

h Conmon-emitter huoward voitue transfer ratio with 
the Input open. U.so referred to as 

h0 CoLnnon-eItter forward current transfer ratio with 
the output short-circuited. 1so referred to as h21e 

h00 Coin...on-euitter output adaittance with te input 
ooen. 1so referred to as h 

2L,e 

of n Ratio of collector current to emitter current, 
noriaul connection. 

c( i hatlo of collector current to emitter current, 
inverted connection (collector and emitter terminals 
interchanged). 

.irequency at which alpha becomes 0.707 of Its low- 
rrequency value, comiaon.-base configuration. 

100 Collector saturation current with the emitter open. 

I miter saturation current with the collector o,en. 

'e 'Imitter current. 

'b i3ase current. 

Collector current. 

Veb Tra1tter-to-base voltage. 

Voß Collector-to-emitter volta:e. 

'Vcb Collector-to-base voltage. 
-19 

. Boltzniann's constant, 1.37 X 10 erg/degree. 

T £beo1ute temperature, 0Lt. 

q iagnItude of charge on an electron, 1.6 X 10 
coulomb. 

' 
.lg8braically equal to T/q, or 0.026 volts at 

300 i. 



A Difference operator. 

.n amplifier, usually understood to be a dc amplifier 
unless otherwise Indicated. 

Signal voltage source. 

u nlcro, io6. 

m mliii, iO. 

k kilo, lo 



TRANSISTOR DC ui2LIFIER DESIGN TLRY 

INTRODUCON 

This paper was prepared to present a practical and. 

realizable solution to the problems of transistor dc 

amplification. Thus it consists not only of theoretical 

dc anp1ifier requirements, problems, and possible solutions 

for both de and odulated dc systens, but also the design 

considerations and experimental results leading to tne 

construction of an acceptable dc amplifier. 

Inherent to the subject of general dc amplification 

is the ;roblem of thermal drift associated with direct- 

coupled circuitry. In addition, the transistor functions 

according to well-defined thennal laws thus maicing tenpera- 

ture considerations even more critical In trils application. 

Offsetting this disadvantage, however, is the tremendous 

rug:edness, reliability, and low power consumption of the 

transistor. .t the proent stete of the art, the transis- 

tor has been proven to be a reliable as the best vacuum 

tubes, able to withstand chocics of several thousand g's 

capable of operating on mllliwatts of power at tempera- 

tures up to 150°C, and available at about the same cost as 

a vacuum tube. 

From the preceding description it is seen that the 

transistor is very desirable for many applications. In 

particular this report emphasizes the application of the 

de amplifier to an operational voltage amplifier; 



however, most of the information is equally relevnt to 

general dc amplifier applications. 1ertinent to all 

applications are considerations of stability, bandwidth, 

impedance level8, amplification noise, transistor inter- 

changeability, and cost. These are some of the more 

general nroblems treated in this report. 

À rather specific analysis is given to the chopper- 

type dc voltage amplifier 'ihlch was exùerimentally Inves- 

tiguted. In detail. This amplifier consisted of a serles 

arrangement of a transistor cnopper, ac amplifier, demod- 

ulator, and. dc amplifier. 



DERIVATION OF DC AiPLIFIER RQUIRTTS 

Before an intellient choice of a do amplification 

system can be made, the requirements of such a system 

must be specified. Thus this phase or the report will 

attempt to develop the theoretical requirements of an 

operational a.mplifler* along with the practical consider- 

ations involved In Buch a project. 

Operational Amplifier Analysis 

The operational amplifier is commonly understood to 

be the basic building block of analog computers. In the 

intended application to an analog computer, a natural 

choice exists as to the m de of operation, voltage or 

current. The network configurations and idealized re- 

sponses for each mode are indicated below (le, p. 410- 

13). 

FIgure 1. i.n Operational Voltae Amplifier 

-t- 

ej 

so 
- Z2 

+ e1 - Z1 

An operational amplifier can be defined as a dc ampli- 
fier u8ed with various feedbaok networks In analog 
computations. 



Figure 2. An Operational Current .xiiplifier 

____ 1 

- 

The ohoice of the operational mode is now seen to be 

Imposed by the proposed aplIcation. Since an analog 

computer requires at least ten operational amplifiers to 

handle a sufficiently large collection of problems, It Is 

imperative that each amplifier be capable of operating 

from common power supplies. This condition eliminates 

the operational current amplifier from further considera- 

tion since the feedbao Impedance, Z2, isolates each 

amplifier thus necessitating isolated power supplies for 

eacÌ individual operational amplifier. ...ethods have been 

proposed (10, p. 90) to eliminate this problem. but none 

have been developed. to the point of practical applications. 

Thus, although the current modo Is a natural one for 

utilizing the transistor most effectively, t:.at Is, the 

transistor is a current operated device, as low Input 

Impedance, and a high output impedonce, the prohibitively 
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large bulk and. cost of such an analog computer eliminates 

this choice. 

t tills point our problem is now confined to tiie 

operational voltage amplifier, figure 1. Since all such 

amplifiers iave a coznxon ground., they may utilizo comhion 

power suplles and. are thus readily adaptable to large 

analog computer operations. 

I&eally, a voltage operated. device such as an opera- 

tional ampllfler* has infinite input impedance and zero 

output impedance. If in adMtion, the dc amplifier has 

infinite voltare amp1i1catlon, an identity is established 

such that the response of the network shovmn in figure 1 
e0 

becomes ej j . This equation is the basis for all 
analog computer operations. Thus the utility of the 

operational amplifier lies In the accuracy with which this 
relationship may be obtained and. the flexibility of opera- 

tions which may be performed by choosing different imped- 

ances for Z1 and Z2. 

Since a transistor dc amplifier will by necessity 

have a finite input Impedance, finite voltage amplifica- 

tion, and. a non-zero output imped.anc, it Is desirable to 

know what error is produced by virtue of t.iese non-ideal 

conditions. The complete expression Cor tìe response of 

* Throughout the rest of the report, the terni 'operational 
amplIfíer' will be understood to mean a voltage operated 
dc amplifier used. with varIous feedback networKs in ana- 
log computations. 
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the network shown in figure 1 can be snown (Appendix II) 

to be: 

(1) = -r ( l+2.4. +2.. 

there: output li.apodance of dc amplifier 

r input impedance of tic aiip1ifier 

voltage aplification of dc amplifier 

The error term is easily recognized as: 

(2) error z z ( + 
R R 

r r 
'7 

The li:dting values of Z1 and. Z2 for a given mani- 

tide of error are easily found from this expression. b'or 

the specific case of ;. 25,000, R 1,000 ohms, and. 

r z OhXfl8 the limiting values are plotted. In figure 

44. This figure illustrates tue error of the operational 

amplifier which results from a given choice of Z1 and Z2 

and. an aiapifier with the above mentioned specifications. 

Certain conclusions are obvious from this analysis. 

First, it illustrates that an analog coaputer based. on 

a dc aip1ifier with A 2.5,000, R l,OOO ohnis, and. 

r 2,000 obias is not as liraited. by the choice of and. 

2 as Is commonly supposed, a inax1iiuni dc gain of 200 

being possible with an error of only 14. This indicates 
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that a transistorized operational amplifier, alt±iough 

restricted, has many applications. 

The complete operational amplifier network responses 

for an integrator and differentiutor operation with the 

non-Ideal dc xniplifIer are developed In Appendix III and 

IV, respectively. 

Equation 1 also Implies many moro requirements other 

than amplification, Z, Input Impedance and output 

impedance. These are: 

1. The output drift due to teLperature and aging are 
ne gi I gi bie. 

2. The amplification A, is large at all frequencies 
for which the computation accuracy Is to be good. 

3. The amplifier including the feedback loop and 
'2 -° stable. 

4. The effects of noise and non-linearity are negli- 
gible. 

These requirements then impose conditions of tDer1 

drift, aging, amplification, bandwidth, stability, phase- 

shift, noise, and non-linearity upon the operational 

amplifier. 

Practical Consideration 

h.n inherent Implication In any practical project is 

tflat lt be economically feasible. This provides another 

requirement which v;lll have to be considered since, practi- 

cally speaking, It Is always desirable to obtain the most 
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acceptable performance for the least cost. 

Included indirectly In the cost recuirement is the 

added cond.ition that component tolerance be as large as 

possible. Thus lt Is desired to eliminate as many matched 

or hand-picked components as possible. 

Another factor to be considered In a satisfactory 

dc amplifier desin Is the effects of interchanginß tran- 

sistors. It Is desirable to be able to rorlace transistors 

of tue saine type with as little adjustaent as possible and. 

still obtain satisfactory results. 

i further consideration is the stability of a serles 

of cascaded operational amplIfier networ±cs v:ith an overall 

feedback ioop. In this confiurat1on, which Is commonly 

encountered, tne phase-sn.Ift Is additive thus Imposing 

more stringent requirements on the phase-shift per ampli- 

f 1er. 

Another requirement is anrarent froni an investigation 

of multiple network operations. Namely, that to rrevent 

saturation In succee(liflg amplifiers each ampLifier must 

be desIrned so tnat for the zero input condition, there is 

also a zero output. This condition Is commonly nown as 

an automatic zero-set, AZS arrangement. 

Sumiiary of Compromise ¿peciLications 

With all the previously mentioned con.J.derations 



In m1n, EI set o specifications may no' be drawn up. It 
will be noted that the following specifications are quite 

lenient --the operational amplifier as a whole falling in 

about the five per-cent error category. Of course, it is 
desirable to refine the specifications so that the overall 
error would. be less than one per-cent; however, these 

requirements provide a nieasure of usefuilness as well as a 

suitable starting point which is practical. 
A limitation which has not been mentioned ;reviously 

is that for the presently available transistors, the maxi- 

mum output voltage swing is about 15 volts. This figure 
appears below. 

From the above conditions the i'ollowing specifications 
may be derived for the proposed dc amplifier which is to 

be used in an operational amplifier network. 

1. Voltage amplification to be equal to or reater 
than 20,000. 

2. Input Lipodance to be equal to or greater than 
2,000 ohms. 

3. Output impedance to be equal to or less than 
1,000 ohms. 

4. aximum output voltage swing to be lb volts. 
5. Thermal drift at the output to be equal to or 

less than 0.25 volt In the temperature ra:ge of 
700F t 15°f. 

6. Long term output drïft to be less than 0.10 volt 
per hour. 

7. Bandwidth to be dc to 1,000 cps, or greater. 
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8. i?hase-shift at output to be loss than 100 devia- 
tion from the net 180e phase-shift. 

9. Noise at output to be less than 0.10 volt peak- 
to-peak. 

10. Non-linear .istortion to be less than 2. 

11. Transistors and. componont to be interchangeable 
with minimum or custom adjustuents or hand- 
picking. 

12. Cost to be minimum for acceptable perforxaanc. 



il 
DISCUSSION OF TRANSISTOR OP'flATIONL C..CTRISTICS 

'With the desired specifications In mind, the transis- 
tor characteristics may now be exaLained to isolate and. 

analyze the particular aspects which will be Inportant In 

this application. Consequently, this section of the re- 

port Is Included to provIde the baccground infouation 
which is necessary before the significance of particular 
transistor dc amplification systems can be appreciated.. 

physical Characteristics 

First to be considered are those cnaracteristics In 

which the transistor exceeds Its vaouuni tube counterpart. 

These qualities are reliability, ruggedness, power c.issI- 

pation, size, and weight. it is for these reasons that 

the transistor has been so rapidly developed anI applied.. 

The reliability of transistors la usually considered. 

troni the standpoint of short-term and. long-term effects. 
Short-term effects are those contributed by teiperature 

and shock. ::lectrlcally the ei'fects of temperature are 

well Known, an Increase in the saturation current of 

rev3rse-biased. junctions being the primary effects of a 

rise in te;iperature. ihus it produces no failures in well 

designed circuits. 
As far as mechanical ruggedness is concerned, lt has 

experimentally been found. that a shock of 500 g's will 
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dainae less tban 1 of the transistors tested. Even at 

8,000 g's, a 60 to 7 survival rate was obtained. 

Vibration and acceleration characteristics are equally 

inipressive, thus making tue mechanical ruggedness of tae 

transistor greater than that of many passive circuit 

elements (20, p. 95-97). 

Long term effects generally malade the changes 

produced by continuous operation, namely, aging effects 

and failure rates. Generally, it 'as been found that 

aging produces the saflie effects as noted from an increase 

in temperature. These effects aro a reduction in the 

value of current gain and an increase in the collector 

saturation current, IDO. Lost of the total change occurs 

in the first few hundred ìÌur; silicon transistors 

usually showing considerably less change than germanium 

transistors. These changes are primarily due to changes 

in the transistor surface conditIons (2, p. 376-86). 

According to a recent Bell System study, (2, p. 388- 

91) grown-junctIon transistors In their P-carrier system 

exhibited a failure rate of 0.67% per 1,000 hours. In 

less complex circuitry where transistor requireiuients were 

not so strinent, failure rates ran::'ed from lO % to 

o.20% per 1,000 hours. As a basis for comparison, tube 

failure rates in IB computer service were found to range 

from 0.17% to 2.0% per 1,000 hours. In the more 



conservatively dcsi1:ned. Bell systenis the tube fa11re rite 
ranges from O.Oi9 to 0.29% per 1,000 hours. Liso it is 

to be noted that in a aibmarine cable syßte.tn, long consid- 

ereô. tfle ultimate in reliability, the roquirsd failure 

rate was just unaer 0.03% per 1,000 Irnurs. Thus the analy- 

sis of transistor failures in field equipment sXiows failure 

rates ht are comparable with 'iel1-designed, conserve ive- 

ly used. vacuum tubes. Also, since these resultB were 

obtained from transistors of 1956 or earlier v1ntae, it 
Is probable that presently doveloned transistors have a 

higher reliability than these figures indic ate. 

The other more obvious characteristics which make the 

transistor a necessity for many aDpllcations are its ex- 

tremely al1 size, weight and power dissipation. 
The above mentioned characteristics are the primary 

reasons for adapting the transistor to a dc amplifier 

sy st em. 

Inherent Lilnitat ions 

3ince a transistor exhibits different characteristics 
in each of its three confIgurations --common-emitter, 

common-base, and common-collector, a specific configura- 

tion must be specified with any aiscussion of its particu- 

lar characterit1cs. The only configuration which Is 

capable of an Iterative voltage gain, however, Is the 
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coirwion'emitter stage (24, p. 73-88); thus this stage la 
the only one which deserves much con3ld.eration as a voltage 
amplifier. The eonirwn-base and coinnon-colleetor stages, 
may be very useful as input and output stages wiere eltier 
a saall or lar.e, input or output rosistance is desired. 
For these reasons the remainder of tkiis discussion will be 

prlr.arlly directed at the characteristics of the coxmon- 

emitter confluration. 
J fundamental property of any junction trnEistor la 

the dependence of the collector saturation current, I, 
upon the temperature of the device. Since varies 
exponentially with temperature, doubling about every 10°c, 

lt is very temperature sensitive and considerable care 

must be exercised to account for Its variation. ilowevor, 

the effects of I., are well defined (24, p. 52-54), and 

consequently there is no mystry involved in des1nlng 
a suitable texiperature stable amplifier. he full sig-. 

nificance of this limitation will not bu developed until 
a later section. 

Other factors v.iich contribute to the thermal depend- 

ence of the transistors are the linear decay of Vbe ( 2 

mv 
3 ) a slow exponential rise in hoe, and a small increase 

In hfe at lower temperatures and a decrease at the 1ìlher 
teinperaturea (13, p. 5-3O). These changes are, however, 

of secondary Importance and are not usually considered. 
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directly. In hi,ch teraperature aîpllcatlons these fuctors 

may become appreciable. 

nother trausistor characteristic wiilen Is of para- 

ount 1iportance la the relat !ons!1p between the Dlagnitud.ø 

and. phase of the coznion-era1tter current amplification, fe. 
and frequercy. valid expression or experimental reu1t 
of this relationship is ost difficult to obtain since hf0 

is dependent to a great extent on the ext'rna1 circuit and 

on the extrinsic parameters, besides the intrinsic tran- 

sistor. ijor our purposes, however, lt Is sufficient to 

note that feedback loops around two common-emitter taes 
are nearly a.Aways stable, while feedback ioops around. 

three stages are enera11y unstable. .lso It should be 

noted that the upper cutoff frequency In the common- 

emitter confiuratIcn is usually slightly less than the 

quotient of tne alpha cutoff frequency in the common-base 

confls'urat Ion and the low frequency 

Like all other e1etronlc devices the transistor 
exiib1ts definite noise properties. Genertlly tue noise 

encountered In transistors is considered to include three 

different types; the thermal noise ol' an ohmic conductor, 

sìxot noise, and excess or seraiconcuctor noise. ithe first 
two types are white noise wnile the last type Is charac- 

terized by a behavior and Is usually found below 1,000 

cps. Thus in dc applIcations it is juIte likely tiat the 



seiu1conductor noise would be most troub1eome. 

Lutside o choosing a low nolse-rigure transistor 

to begin with, there are certain gertoral procedure8 thieh 

tend to ii.1mize the noise tendencï. Driving th transis- 

tor from a source iirpedarìce of shout 1,000 ohms seems to 

reduce the noise (23, p. 14-20) as does reüucing the col- 

lector-to-emltter voltage and euitter current. Thus the 

operating point on the critical input stages should be 

rnade as low as possitlo. 

.nother condition to be ciiderd Is the non- 

linearity of h. Generally hie, the siall-aigna1 para- 

meter, decreLses with increasing collector current. Thus 

for 1arge-signa1 ariipllfication the output r;ill be apprec- 

lably distorted. The a.ount 01' dItorticn can be 

antloipated from a visual display of the characteristic 

curves of the transistor in question. To reduce this non- 

linear tendency it is feasible to use as 1ire a load. 

inmedance as possible, and if further I;.provement is 

desired, to apply negative feedback around individual or 

multiple staes. 

Other important parameters to be considered in a 

satisfactory dosIn are the rrmaxiraum collector power dis- 

sipation, and the maxizuurn collector-to-emitter voltage. 

Ne3dless to say, the ratings of the transistor sould 

never be exceeded. These prametcrs are usually 
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determined, by the type of transistor and Its construction. 

If interchangetbil1ty 18 u ro,uirement to be consid- 

ered, then sorne thought must be given to the d.eviadons 

which are lIìe1y to be found in transistors of the same 

type. Generally the manufacturer will state a maximum, 

minimum, or average hf , or a corbInation of the above. 

Other parameters are quite lIely to vary ae much as 1OO 

from avera;e. hus the design must b able to accomodate 

very large deviations with a minimum of custom adjustments. 
Usually one must secify a minimum and maximum kif to 

insure that the transistor v'i11 be biased In a ineur 

region. The other parameters are generally not so critical. 

Bias 

The temperature dependence of I has been previously 

mentioned as an Inherent limitation of te transistor. In 

this section wo shall discußs the stabilization, with re- 

gard. to of the single-stoge common-emitter biasing 

netv'orkc and its effect ori the dc voltage amplification of 

the stage. 

lt is easily found that besides urovid.ing a suitable 
biasing arrangement for the transistor, the biasing network 

determines the sensitivity of the external circuit to tern- 

perature. Thus a well-designed. biasing network is 

mandatory. Several suitable biasing schemes exist (24 

p. 68-71), however, we shall examine just one of them 



which is very general and useful. Other biasing schemes 

would yield the sane general conclusions. 

Figure 3. À 6ominon-Bmitter ing1e .3attery Biasing Circuit 

-I- 

- vi 

+ 

Certain stability factors may be .er1ved for this 
circuit on the basis of the variation of and its effect 

on the external circuit. ccording to Shea's analysis 

(24, p. 54-71), the current stability factor is defined 

as the quotient of the change in exiitter current and the 

change in I, or algebraically: 
Ie 1 

(3) 3 A G2+G3 , for average conaitions,(G ) 

Likewise, the voltage stability factor is defined as 

the quotient of the change in collector-to-base voltage 

and. the change in 

(4) s 
¿Vcb 

V A I R1+ (1+ s1) RL for average conditions. 
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110 &eet tue siiuli tierziia.1. uriit reu1renents, tiere- 
fore, lo.eally SV and. should equal zero. To approaoh 

this result, equation 3 states that siiould be large and. 

2 and R3 should be &aall. .he voltae stubilitj ejuation 
states that the above ientioncd conc.itions should be fliet 

plus the condition that HL should be small. 

One other result is 1eeded. to iuily aporeciute ne 

significance of the tbove statements. This result is the 
expressioi for the input lipedance of ne transistor. 

h1ie +he R1, for average conditions. 

From these equations the full significance of tie 
gain versus bias staDility conflict may be understood. 
By increasing R1 and. decreasing R and R3, thereoy in- 
creasing tac therxxial stability, the input iiapedance of 
t1e transistor Is raised geometrically inile .tne inDut 

impedance of the complete stage is aecreased. hus if 
this stage is driven by a current source, most of the 

signal current will be lost through R. and R and very 

little current will enter the transistor. If the stage 
is driven by a voltae source, the BflUntlfle effect of R2 
arid R3 will not be so noticeable; however, the hith input 

inìpedance of ti'18 transistor will definitely liiit the 
current which can enter the transIstor. In either cuse, 



the signal current which can enter the transistor is compar- 

itively small. It naturally follows then that trie voltage 

amplification of the stage will be very small since the 

transistor is a current operated device. urthermore, the 

condition that RL shall be oiall for good triermal 8tabil- 

ity limits the possible voltage amplification even more. 

For these reasons it is very difficult to achieve appre- 

ciable dc voltage amplification por stage v.ith suitable 

temperature stability. 

From the definitions of the voltage and current 

stability factors, it !s apparent that the stability is 

directly dependent upon AI00. Thus if could be 

decreased for the same change in temperature, tne gain 

versus stability conflict would be alleviated somewhat. 

This is the reuson for the 1ntroducion of the silicon 

transistor. The for both germanium and silicon in- 

crease ut bout the same rate wi tn temperature , however, 

at room temperature an verae silicon transistor has an 

leo of the order of l08 wîiile an average germanium 

transistor has an of the order of i06 Thus 

silicon transistors are much better suited to high tern- 

peratures applications and dc amplification. It seems 

that nature always wor.s against the en4neer, for accora- 

panying the beneficial temperature characteristics of 
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silicon is a cost or about ten tizies that of erxaniuui. 

So, a conflict still exists. 
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:N.USIS OF DC AMPLII"IER 5YST1ÌS 

To obtain the optimum system ror a given applica- 

tion, all applicable systems must üe evaluated. It is 
for this reason that & brief analysis must be given to 

all the systems which could possibiy satisfy the previously 

set forth requirements. roru this analysis, then, a sjteni 
can be chosen which villi best satisfy tìe roquireiiients for 

the application. 
Generally a dc Lunpllfler system iili be eltrier a 

direct-coupled. configuration or a modulated do systei. 

These are th classifications which will be discussed in 

tnis section. 

irect Coupled Configuration 

The characteristics of the individual transistor 
common-emitter 8tage have already ûeen oxaL:dned In the 

previous section. rom this discussion a rather obvious 

possibility is aparent, that ai' a cascade o1 sever1 
oin-ernitter stages. A conventional arrangement of 

such a circuit Is Illustrated below. 



Figuro 4. Direct-Coupled Slngle-$ldod DC j.rnplifler 

+ 
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Since this type of circuit Is merely a serles of couinon- 

emitter stages, all the limitations of the single stage 

8t111 apply Individually. iover, lt should be rioted 

that 1f all stages are identical, each iterative stage 

has perfect I stability, and the temperature character- 

istics of the complete circuit become approxiniately those 

of only the first staSes. iven with considerable differ- 
ence between stages, as long as the transistors are all 
of the saine polarity --either PN? or iTPN, some cancel- 

lation of temperature characteristics fron stage to stage 

Will be effeotad. On the other hand, if the transistors 
alternate polarity; that is, 2NP-ìPN-PNP --etc,, the 

temperature chiracteristics from stage to stage combine 

additively so that the complete circuit would nave very 

poor thermal stability characteristics. 



Thus in real app1ition ver it is certa.nly not 

aesirable to hv all stases id.exitical fron the stanapoint 

of theIr quIescent operating points, a ortain ¿ount of 

cnee11ation of terperitire ehracteriticc iay be effected. 

from ste to stase by usine similar polarity ransistors. 
however, a oozupror.ise is still in order be.'een the voltage 

anpli1Icat1on per stage anô. thei.al stability considera- 

tions. This compromise FL1flS aOOeI)tifl u lcw amplification 

per stage, which In(uicee a large nunber of StaGos, in an 

attempt to preserve some thoxna1 stability. 
This compromise, howev.r, with its 1; rge nunber of 

stages introduces other probleiiis, namely tne voltage accuin- 

ulation from stage to stage. If a large collector 5upply 

voltage is used it further aggravates the gain vorsus 

bias tability conflict because of the neces8lty for lar- 
er rssistors in the front stages of the circuit. A 

saller collector voltage supply may be used- if breakdown 

diodes are used between stages to compensate for the 

voltage accumulation. If the diodes cre used, a Inicated. 

in figure 4, the resistors R01, R02, cri' are usually 

necessary to provide sufficIent carrent to fully saturate 

or break dovin the diode. Otherwise these resistors may 

not be necessary. Their Insertion provides an additional 

shunt path thus lowering the amplification. 

Tae breakdoin diûde in saturation exhibits t 
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Intrinsic increiientai resictace of: 

(6) R inc - where 

6 z 0.026 volts at 3OO°ì. 

I z Current tiirough the 
dioe 

Additionally, the Ureaicdown diode has a positive 

temperature coefficient o troza C.00l to 8.O which ìiu8t 

be corisideroã. 

The voltage accuaulation preents an additional problem 

In tciat an output ievIce must be constructed to satisfy the 

automatic-zero-set reqIrennt. 
It le easily recognized that the voitae accwiulation 

problem is eliminated if tAie transistors are of alternate 
oiarity; however, as previously indicated. tais coina- 

tion would exhibit very poor taermal onaracteristics. 

'several non-linear compensating techniques dave been 

developed so that an mplIf1er may exhibit appreciible 

gain per stage and yet have satisfactory thermal stability. 
Among these teoAiniues are the utilization of the positive 

voltage teziiperature coefficient of reverse biased diodes, 

the negative voltage temperature coefficient of forward. 

biased diodes, the negative resistance coefficient 01 both 

forward and. reverse biased IIodes, other teaperature sensi- 

tive resistors, and. extra transistors of the saine type 



used compensating cirroiit gentrators (4, p. 20-23). 

All these techniques, however, are dependent upon the 

matcnin or tLe tzperature enaracteristics of the compen- 

sated and comensating devices. This requires special 
hand-picked and uatclied components which are liard to 

obtain, costly, and. definitely undesirable from the staiid- 

point of interchangeubi.A..ity. 

From thic brief analysis, the sinle-sided. cascaded. 

dc amplifier is seen to nave definite shortcomings. To 

achieve appreciable amplification per stage either the 

temperature stability must be sacrificed, the increased 

cost of silicn transistors iust be absoroe, or the 

increased. cost and. coiiplexity of matched conpensatin.g 

devices must be tolerated. ditionally, tne voltage 

acouiaulation necossitatos an output device to provide 

an À3 arrengement. 

A typical figure for the drift of' such a do apiifier 
Is 100 millivolts referred to the input (8, p. 249) for 
a temperature change of 20°C to 50°C. 

Jnother direct coupled. configuration which has con- 

siderable merit as a dc auplifier is the differential 
aml)llfier (12, p. 157-60). The flfferential amplifier 

is a forn of double-sided or doubie-eiided. circuit wnich 

ailifies the difference between its inputs. A 

conventional arrangeaent is shown below: 
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î"lgure 5. Â Differential DC Amplifier 
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The prin1ple advantages attributed to tiis tjpe of 

circuit (18, p. 194-98) over tne single-sided circuit are 

tiaat the teiìperature induced vr1ations tend to opposs 

each other, and. that tlie eziitter resistor Ree C8fl be de 

as large as necessary, tìu& mating the sura of eniitteD 

currents as str.ble as desired, witnout adversely affect- 

Ing the gain per stage. Cther tesirable ciaracterist1cs 

are ttiat tue gain and Input Impedance are twice tnat of 

' its single-aided counterpart. The differential axapllfier 

also has a voltae accuxiulation from stage to stade which 
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requires the ao co iidr&tion s ciscused. for the single- 

sided auip1ifier. n i2S arraexent Ls aleo ;hown in th 

figure. 
.1iO prirnury prOlem with this circuit is atchin 

eaca pair 01' transistors with respect to tporature 
Induced. vri.tions, eiaitter current, h, ana. base- 

to-eiiter voltage v.ritiona with teìiiperature. 1he 

degree of ziatching naturally detiinines the extent of 

idealization which may be expected rrom the aip1iíier. 
A typical figure 'or the tieri.al Örift of such a 

dc amplifier in the teìríperatLre raLlge of LX)°C to 50°C 

is about zaillivolts referred to the input (8, p. 24e). 

Ánotuer matter of sono practIcal concexì in applying 

tiis circuit to an oera;ional aiiplifier is tflat a device 

must be provded to eliminate the dc bias at the Input. 

.tcrom tiiIs brier discussion, it is seen that the 

d.lrrerentiaï apli.Lier is much to be proforred over the 

sinle-sided aiupilfier; uowever, it is still iot very 

desirable for this aplication because 01' its necessity 

for matched transistors. 
t this point it is generally concluded tiiat the 

application of direct-coupled dc amplifier configurations 

is definitely limited, prinarily because of tno gain versus 

olus stability conflict. At best the situation is 
alleviated sonewhat by ìnatckied transistors and componenls, 
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complex circuitry, and custom idjustrnents; all being 
prohibitive from the standpoint of cost, time and Inter- 
changeability. The next section deals viith a method which 
practically eliminates the Droviously noted conflict. 

Modulated. DC Systems 

L.ccordlng to IRi standards, modulate means to vary 
some characteristic of one wave irA accordance with another 
wave. In this discussion a modulated dc system refers to 
a system which utilizes the advantages gained by changing 
tue dc signal to an ac signal In some aspect of its opera- 
tion, the advantage being that It Is much easier to 
amplify ac signals with acceptable thermal stability than 
do signals. This advantage is attributable to the use of 
reactive bypass and coupling components. 

An Illustration of possible systems configurations 
Is shown on the fol1oIng pages. It will be noted that 
a discrimination Is made between dc chopper amplifier8 
and dc chopper stabilized amplifiors. chopper amplifier 
is one In which the hopper and Its associated circuitry 
are the sole mode of amplification; whereas a ciiopper 

stabilized amplifier Is one In which the chopper amplifier 
is used. in conjunction with another ;ode of amplification. 

Figure 6-A illustrates et rather novel, although convan- 

tional, approach to eliminating theraal urift. In this sys- 
tern the output of the conventional dc amplifier is divided 
by its amplification factor and compared to the input. The 
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dJÍ'ference thon activates the cnopper-amplifier which 

prod.uces an Input to counteract this d.ifference. Thue 

the drift of the iiiain o araplifier is reduced. by the amp- 

lifloation of the chopper amplifier. The basic d.isad.van- 

tage of this systeLa la that lt appears to be too complex 

and refined for this application. Undoubtedly, it could 

meet the desired requirements. Jowever, a simpler tech- 

nique is more desirable. 

The system shown in figure 6-B provides a different 

amplifier for the ac and dc signal components. ilthough 
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this system could ïrovide high gain with a minimum of 

drift and an extremely large bandwidth, it again suffers 

because of its comDlexity. 

The system of figure 6-C Is merely a simplification 

of figure 6-B. Instead of rovid.ing a separate ac arpli- 
fier the high frequency signals are fed directly into the 

high-level output dc amplifier. Because of this sixiiplifi- 

cation the bandwidth Is considerably reduced over that of 

figure 6-B. The stabilization of this system could logic- 

ally provide a practical problem, and the system. again 

appears to be too coLiplex for this application. 

Of al]. the iodulated dc systems, the chopper amplifier 

shovn in figure 7-A Is seen to be the ultimate in 81mph- 

city. ifowever, since the demodulator is usually simply a 

lo'.v-pas !C filter, the system could be unstable with cor- 

tain types of feedback encountered in operational amplifier 

opera'ions c{., p. 10). The system of figure 7-B remedies 

this sItuation by Isolating the d.emod.lator from the out- 

put by a high-level dc amplifier. Thus 1f the modulating 

techniques will allow a sufficient bundwidth and the ac 

and dc amplifiers piovide a sufficient voltage aiuplifi- 

cation, this system appears to be the most desirable. 

Fxm this analysis the system shovin in figure 7-B 

was chosen as the one to be experimentally evaluated. 
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Consequently, most of the rest of this report is an inves- 

tigation of tus systn. 

Optimum System analysis (Figure 7-13) 

Tìeoretically the modulation techniue could utilize 

the pitase, frequency, or aiplitude of the carrier signal. 

however, the simplest technique is merely that o1 cnopping 

the 1nut signal. Tne chopped signal is then amplified in 

the ac npl1fier, the amplified dc input level is recover- 

ed in the demodulator, and the output nigh-level d.c 

amplifier further anip1fies the s1ìal and isolates the 

output from the demodulator. 

By virtue of its simplicity the chopper is a natural 

choice of the modulation technique. however, here a 

choice exists as to full-wave or half-wave chopping. 

\iith lull-wave chopping thex Is no inherent phase-shift; 

however, it requires a double-sided chopper, ac amplifier, 

and demodulator. This indicates Lwice as many components 

as those required for a half-wave cho3ping system. The 

half-wave chopìing system, though, introduces an effective 
time leg, or phase shift, when the chopped signal Is 

demodulated, equal to half the :eriod between sauples. 

i.lgebraical1y: 
(7) = rs l8O, where f=signal frequency 

fc f0=: chopping frequency 
0 :- phase-shift 
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Thus to restrict the phabe-sMft to loo or less V'IttA a 

maximum freuency of 1,000 cpa, the cEDppirig i'reueLicy 

be at least 18,000 cp6. This Is erreetiy feasible 
with a transistor chopper. 

..ddIt1onal1y, siiice the chopping technique is merely 

a form of saiup1irit, tac sa.'upllng theorems and principles 
(3, p. 37-41) do apply. The basic lufornation kiIh is to 

be obtained. 1rc'it this analysis, lioever, Is that tue samp- 

led wave must be sap1e at a rate ut least twice tùat of 
tìe hignest significant signal frequency to obtiin all of 
the original information which is containeci in trie sampled 

wave. Practically, the saiapling rate saust be considerably 
falter than that predicted tiooret1cil1y. 1so, the tneo- 
retical considerations eliot' tt the demodulator should. 

consist of a low pass filter vitÌ a cutoff freu.uency of 

one-half the copp1n frejuency. Under these Idealized. 

conditions no Information in the sampled wave vil1 be lost. 
practical anal'sis indicates that otier freueiìcy 

sensitive networks, usually low-pass RC filters, must be 

used. to preserve stability. By necessity those shaping 

networks muet oc placed in the dc soctions of tne ampli- 

fier; tuat Is, at tue input, after the demodulator, and. 

after or within the dc ar.rplifior (7, p. 10-13). 

To minimize the thermal drift it Is also seen tiat 
the dc amplifier gain should be as low as possible. Tnis 
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necessitates a h1I gain ac araplifier. 
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CIRCUIT DESIGN ANALYSIS OF TH OPTIMUM $YJT1 

With the desired systßm nd apeolfiøation8 w In 

mind, the 1nd1vldua1 coonents may be developed. An 

attempt Is made to ìaìe each component a conlete dlsci.is- 

elon within itself. This development will follow the 

natural seuentI1 order; that is, chopper, ac ariplIrier, 

demodulator, and dc amplifier. 

Preliminary Des in 1yout 

Before entering into the development or each compon- 

ont, It Is advantageous to nave a more specific idea of 

the overall system which is being designed. Consequently, 

the system block diagram 18 shown below in order that on. 

may better understand the development to follow. This 

block or flow dia;ram Is derived in part from the previous 

discussion and the remainder from the development which 

follows: 

Figure 8. A Specific chopper-AmplIfier Block Diagram 
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pt this point certain conclusions can be drawn uiom 

the preliminary layout (17, p. 34-39). FIrst, it is xiote. 
that the Input filter must ìiave an input resistaice of 
2,000 ohms to meet the previously set forth re.juirenonts. 
Next, it is apparent that the Input chopper must h&ve a 
very sivall bias error, or in other words, for a zero in- 
put signal lt iaust nve a very near zero output since the 
rest of the circuit cannot teLL tne difference between a 
bias error produced uy tne chopper or an external signal. 
Thus the chopper must be a very high quality chopper and. 

capable of switching very raid.iy. It is obvious tìwt the 
sensitivity of the chopper determines the sensitivity of 
the system. Consequently, the sucess of the sste;ì, to 
a large extent, is cleterxn.tned. by the performance of iie 
o ho pp er. 

To be discussed. in more detail later in tue report, 
are the common-collector output stages on the end. of tLe 
ac auplifler and. dc amplifier. These stages, lt will be 
noted, prod.uce no pnase-sriift and. a ]..ow output resistance. 

Overall there is seen to oe a 1600 uiiase-shift which 
is necessary in oxer that the feedback loop and. &p1ifier 
be stable. lso, the low-pass filters help maintain 
stability since they are Inserted to attenuate the higher 
frequencies where the total phase-shift may approach 00 

and. oscillations would. otuerwise occur. 



The single-stage dc amplifier must obviously be quite 

stable with temperature if the system Is to be stable with 

teaerature variations. However, if most of the amplifi- 

cation cn be obtained In the ac amplifier, the dc ampli- 

fier need not produce very much gain. 

;t this point it should also be mentioned that a good 

choice of power supply voltages Is best made i one starts 

at the output which must be at O dc level and work back 

toward the front. Naturally, the transistors and othir 

circuitry must be well in mind before this choice is made. 

Chopper Design Conderation 

A search for a suitable chopper or switch to convert 

dc to ac v:ill yield many different methods. Lmong tiiìese 

are the mechanical chopper, vacuum and gas tube switching 

circuits, diode switching circuits, cryatron, transistor 

switches utilizing the Hall effect, and the conventional 

transistor switching circuits. t this point we shall 

confine our attention to the latter method --conventional 

transistor switching circuits. This choice is dictated 

by the req.uirements of availability, simplicity, high 

q.uallty, and hIgh sviitching freuuency. 

The basic principle of conventional transistor 

ßwltchlng circuits is sug;ested by the well-defined depend- 

ence of the emitter current, and hence the collector 



current, upon the emitter-to-base voltage. .lgebraically, 
t:re relatIonship can be shown (18, . 344) to be: 

Veb 
(8) 'e eo ( e1 1 ) 

- O(j 

q 
ob 

(9) I 'CO eT i -°n 'e wex: Inverted. ' alpha 
Îora1 
alpha 

It will be nc.te that these euations as vieil as the 
following iscsion apply to polarities assocIated. with 

a IP transistor. The same Information applies to NPN 

transistors with polarities reversed. 
illese equations show that If the eiaitter jUflCtiOfl 

Is nade positive with respect to the buse, a large eiit- 
ter current of exponential order will flow. (Since I is 
normallj rieativo, the two components of 'e COlbifle 

additively.) Qn the other hand, 1f tac emitter Is xiado 

negatIve viith respect to the baso, a very sniall eìuultter 

current villi flow. Thus the state of the switch is de- 

term.ined by the polarity of the emitter-to-base voltage. 
Extreneiy different switching characteristics are 

obtained in each of the different sviïtchlng configurations. 
Thus an analysis of each eonfiuratIon Is In order. These 

Configurations are Illustrated. on the following page. 



Figure 9. rj Basic Switch Configurations 
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In the preceding figures it is und.er8tood. tnat is the 

voltage which determines the state of the switch, and that 

E5 is the voltage which is being switched into the load. 

resistance, RL. E2 and 12 are the quantities which are 

dependent upon the transistor and d.etorniine the quality 

of the switch. 

Under the assumption taat these switches are switched. 
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from tue saturation region to the cut-orf region, tLe 

characteristics of eacii configuration niay be obtained 
(18, p. 3i9-3ä2). Basically, the conon base configura- 

tion is undesirable because tue saturation voltage, 2' 
is negative and D no moans negligible, being in the order 
of a tenth or a volt. The common collector switch exhibits 
a small saturation voltuge, but the cut-off current, 12, 
is negative, which is also undesirable. The coinmon-ecaitter 

switch is the best behaved configuration as both tue cut- 
off current, 12, and saturation voltage, i2, are very 

email and always positive. Thus the common-emitter con- 

firation offerc tie rest ideal ciaracteristics. 
Low that the basic configuration has been detcrmined, 

a ruare detailed analysis of its operating characteristics 
should be made in order to find the causes, effects, and. 

solutions of the non-ideal characteristics. 
Of primary Importance Is the magnitude of the satura- 

tion voltage and eut-oIT current. These paraneters can 
easily be reconized from ttìe corrunon-emnitter characteris- 
tic curves. in idealized, and exaggerated set of these 
curves is Illustrated on the following page to emphasize 

the point. 



i?ig'ure 10. Id.ealized FNP Comnon-mitter Characteristic 
Curves 
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During the saturation tne voltage VP exists between 

the collector and eciitter thus yielding the saturation 

voltage, and. during cutoff, a cutoff current flows 

through the collector leg thus yielding the cutoff current. 

The above discussion then suggests that the transistor 

switch can be thought of as an ideal switch shunted by 

a current source with finite impedance during cutoff, or 

in series with a voltage source with internal resistance 

during saturation. 
In tenis of t:e transistor parameters, the non-ideal 

saturation voltage and cutoff current can be expressed 

as (16, p. 16-21): 

(10) 
In (1 _OÇ) 
p 
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J- 

q° OÇI 

For or11nary germaniura trìns1stors, these parameters 

usually are ifl the order of several microainps and. several 
miilivoit s. 

Now if the transistor is inverted; viz, the col.Lc- 

tor and. emitter terminals interchanged, the above para- 
meters are reduced by pIDximately one order of magnitude 

. 16-21). 

(12) = 
(1 - 'eo 

p - 

j KT 
(13) VP Ti- in ihero IO c( I, 

This inversion is possibie .ince both the collector 
and emitter teriainals are of the sanie 1iolarity, N-type 

or P-type. Thus either one may act as the eultter or 

collector. owever, In the normal configuraion the 

collector is made larger than the emitter so as to heave 

a high collector efficiency. Thus when these functions 
are reversed the coLLector efficiency is consideraly 
reduced. For this reason, genertilly the j rances 

from 0.3 to O 9 and ' ranges froni 0.9 to i Ci AC corn.- 

panying the reduced. collector efficiency is also a decrease 
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in the maximum allowable power dissipation. 

A closer examination of the sin,le stage coxnon- 

eriitter switch will also show thìt it is incapable of 

turning off appreciable negative sinals. 

After understanding the characteristics of the single- 

stage comrnon-eitter switch, we are now ready to procede 

with the next locica1 step in a ref1neiisnt of the transis- 

tor switch, namely, the differential type, or series- 

pair switch. 

Figure 11. The Series-Puir Switch 

(a)Inverted Connection (b)Normal Connection 

A rather obvious advantage of tuis switch is tiat 
at every interval of tirre, the saturation voltage or 

cutoff current,depending upon the state of the switob, 
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of the two transistors conbine 
difl'erentiully. This 

greatly iLrovos the qulity of the 
switching character- 

lsti.cs. 

In analyzing this and other more 
complex transistor 

swltchcs a useful rule to Lceep 
in mind. is as follows: 

Tue transistor uay conduct In either 
direction it eituer 

junction is forward. biased, and the transistor will be 

cutoff only If both junctions are 
reverse biased.. Irom 

this lnfoiiiation lt Is seen that with E1 positive 
as 

indicated., both transistors are 
turned on; and with 

negative, one transistor always Is turned off regardless 

of the slnal polarity, . 
Thus this switch may be 

used. to switch slna1s of olther polarity up to the 

breakdown voltage of the transistors. 

.ts far as current lialtations are concerned, it is 

advisable to restrict the current through the switch in 

the Inverted connection to about 2/3 of the maximum rated 

current. rf1j restriction is primarily due to the a1- 

1er inverted alpha. In the ncrmal connection, the full 

rated I 
may be roccgnied. 

Generally speaking, the nornal confIuratìon is pre- 

ferable in hIgh level applications, '. hile tile Inverted. 

configuration provides botter low level terformance. lso, 

tne serles switch, meaning that 
the switch Is a series 

with the load, is usually preferable In low impedance 



(less than a thousand ohms) circuits; while tue shunt 

switch, meaning that the switch is in parallel with the 

load, Is used more advantageously in the high Impedance 

circuit (ii, p. 28-35). 

At this point then, we are ready to choose a con- 

figuration to be used as the input chopper in the pro- 

posed d.c chopper amplifier. Since this application 

requires a high quality low-level switch to be used. In 

a fairly high impedance circuit, the natural choice la 

the shunt, inverted connection, series-pair configuration. 

Figure 12. The Shunt Series-Pair Switch, Inverted Con- 
nect Ion 

L 

''lith this confIuratIon In mind, we are now In a 

position to study the more specific cnaracteristics of 

the switch In actual operation. 

AS to the choice of transistors, theoretical con- 

síd.eratlons indicate tiat a high low and. low 

I aro desirable. n1so to be considered are the 
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collector saturt1on esitnce, Res, anti. trarsient switch- 

1n ch&rctoristics. 
or tue available transistors, the Philco 2N346 surface 

birricr transistor seemed to be best suited to t1s appli- 

cation. Only germanium tr&isistors were consldereii., 

although silicon transistors are íore desirable from the 

standpoint of their lower I LUso It was found that 

grown junction transistors are definitely unsuitable for 

low-level applicatIons because of their large ohmic 

resistne "'hich makes the collector saturation resis- 

tance very large, several hundred ohms. 

The 2N346 was found to have an of about 0.975, 

of about 0.8 and, an of about 1 to 2 ua. klso, 

its alpha cutoff frequency of 75 Mc was found to be Indic- 

stive of excellent high speed swItchIng chractorIstics. 
Cf basic Importance In the Tbon or conducting state 

are the collector saturation resistance and collector 

saturatIon voltage. The emitter-to-collector saturation 

resistance, R5, for a transistor in tne inverted connec- 

tion has been shc.'n (5, p. 5) to be: 

(14) Il 
: 

4-. ( i - cn O<j )°C +-; wiere: 'b Base 
1b 

L cLrrent 
R1 Ohmic 
ro si stice 



For the specific case of the 2N346, this equation becomes: 

(15) Rs z 7eib X IO, OhmB 
'b 

(The ohn1c resistunce of 10 Ohi.is Is estiat) 

J.fld at 'b = 
400 ua, R z 28 ob.ias 

s a verification of this theoretical result, the 

experimental values of ere obtained. Plie experimental 

value i easily obtaInc from vIua3. dl splay of the char- 

acteristic curves. typical set of common-emitter, 

inverted connection, characteristic curves with seturted 
resistances indicuted are shov;n on the followln pase. 

It is easily proven that the experimental and theo- 

retici values coiare favorbly indictin the validity 

of the equation. The experimental results also show tit 
fairly small saturatiou resistances can be obtained by 

driving the transistor with sufficient base current. 

The collector saturation voltae Is a s1itly more 

corn1ex function since It depends on both the offective 

load resistance and. buse cirrent. Tuis relationshit is 

illustrated. in fI'çure 14. rom tnis set of curves It is 

seen that if the effective load resisarce as seen by 

* Power transistors have much lower R values but are 
not suited for low-level or high-frequency switching. 
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Figure 1A, COU£CTCE-TO-EI..ITTER SATURATION VOLT/flE ATX BASE
CURRENT FOR THE 2N346 TRANSISTOR, INVERTED CONNECTION.

Ib, MLLIAF-PS

R, « «°
R^ a 1,000 ohms
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CURRENT FCR THE 2N34-6 TRANSISTOR, INVERTED CONNECTION,
( Characteristics of four random'transistors)
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the sv7ltch is in the vicinity of 1,000 ohrns or greeter, 

the aaturatior voltee Ic fairly const&nt. This is intioa- 

tive of the source resistance, R8, which already has been 

discuesed. 

The dependence of the collector saturation voltage 

upon bcse current 1 not very weil .sfin3d as shown In 

figure 15. Common to all of these curves, however, is a 

knee In the vicinity where the acting erriitter-base junction 

becomes saturated. It should also be noted that at zero 

b.se-current the collector-to-emitter voltae is not 

actually zero as indicatect by the test instruments. In- 

stead It has a magnitude determined by the relative doping 

of the P and. N regions. This potential, however, cannot 

be read. by a current-drawing device. 

The real inportance of figuro 15, however, 11es in 

the illustration of the differcnce In the direction of 

change and rate of change of the saturation voltage with 

base current. 3ecause none of the transistors tectod. 

showed the sanie rate of change of V0 with 'b' it is rela- 

tively easy to get an exact match at some particular value 

of bese current, although not at all values. Thus at sorne 

specific value of base current two transistors are easily 

picked which have the saiie collector saturation voltage. 

Consequently, when these transistors are Inserted in the 

circuit of figure 12, and. driven with the specified amount 



of òe current, the overall bias erir .ur1n saturation 

i.S zero. This Is a very siniicant result as will be 

later seen. 

The cutoff charactrietics of the 2N346 in this law- 

level application v,ere found to be very ood. Despite a 

prcicto valuo o' the cutoff current source, equation 12, 

of 0.14 ua, the actual uiagrtitude was so small it was 

difficult to measure --Leine in the oyer of a few hun- 

reths cf a nicroaiip. Also it ;ias noted that the tren- 

sistors wo rmite uniform in this respect which indicEtes 

a very ood match in the differential type of circuit. 
Conseqientiy, the cutoff characteristics could very well 

be considered ideal, for this application. 

It was found that the optthurn cutoff voltage, , 

was not at all critIcal--a value anywhere from 0.1 to 1.2 

volts being satisfactory. However, for other types of 

transistors tiis valuo may be critic.l and enera1ly 

speaking the cutoff voltage should not exceed a few tenths 

of a volt. It IS conventional practice to use diodes as 

the voltage 11raitIn device for this state. 

'7ith the cutoff churacterisIce being very near 

ideal, it Is now very' eazy to choose a pair of transistors 

which are also blunced with respect to their lfldiVic5ual 

Baturaticn voltages. .irst, a circuit is constructed as 

slown In figure 12, without the external signal souroe, 



nd us1n, a square-wave generator us the switching voltage, 

l, source. ITOW by monitoring the output waveform with a 

high sensitivity, i , oscilloscope one can insert a pair 

of transistors, adjust the base current drive from zero 

through maximum, and note if a balanco is obtained. If 

the balance is obtained the output wave form v.111 appear 

as shcvtn In fIgure 19. If not, there villi always be an 

offset In the saturatIon state, as shown In figure 20. 

Thus It is not ncesary to obtain any point by point 

plots, as shov:n In figure 15, to obtain a pair of matched. 

transistors. 
Xe far as the switching source, indicated as E1, Is 

concerned, either a voltage or current source may be used. 

However, as has been shown, lt Is the base current which 

drives the transistor Into saturation, the on state, and. 

th collector-to-emitter voltage which cuts off the tran- 

sistor. irtherrnore, t1e switching source nust be Isolated 

from ground to obtain the best results. For this purpose 

e pulse transformer was found to be very ood. 

In the actual chopper constructed for the d.c ampli- 

fier, a square-wave voltage generator in conjunction with 

a pulse-trarsformor vias used as the switching uree, ï. 
Under these conditions it Is necessary to Àcnow what base 

current is produced by virtue of a given voltage. Tuis 

Information is easily obtained and. Illustrated In figure 

16. 
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Figure 1(1, DAZE CURRE A1 COLlECTOR-TO-BASE VOLTA 
FOR Tb1 2N346 TRANSISTOR, INVER'D CONICTION. 

0 0.2 O4. 06 O 1,0 

Tob' VOLTS 
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From this curve, then, a ven b'se ctrrent can he imposed. 

h vivtuo of the ar,plie voltage. The primary reason for 

obtaining this curve, however, is to find, the maximum 

voitae which can bo aDDlied, without oxceeding the current 

limitations of the transIstor. 3ince tiìe current Is an 

xponnicl f1mct.on of the aDplled. voltare, it is very 

easy to apply slightly too much voltage, greatly exceed 

the c'rrent ratInr, and destroy trie transi3tor. This Doint 

deserves considerable ephasis. 

The transient response of this switch can be seen 

from an analysis of figures 19 and. 20. It Is fairly 
obvious that the primary transient occurs as the switch 

changes states. This is a result of the Instantaneous 

change of the direction of the current In the base roIon. 

The resultant splice or transient is of about 25 to 50 

millivolts magnitude and has a duration of :.bout u.4 ricro- 

second. side from this transient the switch is very well 

behaved. No trouble is encountered with delay time or 

ho1e-etorae time because of the very thin ba3e region 

of the surface barrier transistor and. the very small mag- 

nitudo of signals, less than one millivolt potential and. 

about a uioroaiìp of current, being switched. long witfl 

this discussion it should be mentioned tnat given equal 

quality transistors, the LPN transistor will generally 

exhibit faster transients than the iNP transistor bcauee 
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of the h1rhr riblllty of olectrons as coLipar3ä. to holes. 

Based upon this discussion an Input chopper was con- 

structod as shovTn In fIgure 41, for the proposed dc 

anpilfier. The swItch Itself exhibited. a detectable cnange 

In output tor less than 10 microvolts Input and produced. 

no appreciable bias rror In eithr state, conducting or 

non-conducting. 

AC Amplifier Design Considerations 

The design of the ac ai.p1Ifler is for the iaost art 
a straighttorward application of the transistor. Since 

it WElS desired to be ib1e to utilize chopping frequencies 

or from 10 kc to loo 1cc, It was necessary tnat the ac 

amplifier have a bandwidth of from 10 c to about i iíc. 

Tus other primary reQulreblent of the ac aiip1ifier was 

tiat lt nave a voltage azp1Ifioationof about 20,000 or 

moro in the passband with u minimum of noise, distortion, 
and temperature variations. 

The gain versus bias stability conflict which was 
described previously does not apply to an ac aAp1ifIer 

because of tne possible use cf reactive ìiypas eleatents. 

In this connection, lt sou1d be rioted tn&t the emitter 

leg bypass capacitors hould present a 99% bypasb In the 

applicable frequency range to the resistor waich they are 
to bypass. If the conventional 90 bypass elements are 



iíI, i is very 1io1y tLLat umiesired. eeneration arid. 

se-aift wifl occur. 

The coup1in and composition or the c 6eCtiOil was 

d.etori1&lnod. prii.mari1y by ierraaL cofl.. iderat ions. It has 

alreacmy been shown tiwt ne ci.rect-coup1ed configurution 

01 trie saine type, PN.k or N'N, has trie best therria1 stabil- 

ity of anj other coribiriation. Consequently this scheie 

wus used. 

f the availb1e transistors the 2N247 and 2N24, 

both NP, seer.13d well adapted to this application slitce 

they have a moderate h3 Of about 40 to CO nd a coinon 

base alpha cutorr frequency 01' 30 .nd 50 bic, respectively. 

The noise figures of the transistors iore not available, 

however, they viere ud.ged to be acceptable. iso, the 

lInearity of 111e was con&3idered acceptable fm a brief 

analysis of their characteristic curves. 

To obtain the riuxabor of sttges which are ret.uired 

one must first aake an approximation of the voltage 

amplification v,hich can be effected per 8tae. Generally 

speaking, with some current feedback, an eiLplilication of 

20 is easily obtained per staEe. !ith this figure as a 

base, then, four stages would yield a vo.4tae aziplificaticn 

of loO,000. Thus bcut 20 db of additional feedbacK could 

be applied and still maintain an iplificat1on of ( 000. 

This would generally be considered enough feedback to niae 
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the aplifler 1te stable. Conseuentiy four stgos were 

judged to be adequate. 

The qnlescent operating points and biasing networis 

viere chosen and. constructed by conventional procodures 

(18, P. 82-101). 0f the four stages lt was round easiest 

to ceop1ish a carrent gain with the first tiiree stos, 
and to use the fourth stage as a voltage anìpilrier. 

Two different types of feedback were used as InC Icted 
on the circuit diagram, figure 41. First, current feed- 

back in the forn of an unbypassed. emitter resistor of from 

50 to 200 ohne was used. to obtain some degeneration and 

stabilization. i.dditionally this type of feedback offers 

possibilities of extending the frequency response at the 

higher frequencies by providing a partial capacitive by- 

pass to lower the Input i:edance of the stage and. snce 

boost the high frequency aplIficat1on. 
The second type of feedback is a type of dual voltage 

feedback, In that a voltage is fed back which Is propor- 

tiona]. to the output current. This type of feedback was 

applied troni the emitter of one stage to the base of the 

preceding stage. This type of feedback has the normal 

advantages attributed to ioops vthlch enclose two stages 

rather t:ìan a sln4e stage, and. also the fact that the 

feedback Is taken from a low-impedance point and applied 

to a high-impedance point. Thus it does not load, down 



the etLes nclosed in the loop. 

nother point to be noted is that because of the high 

voltage amplification involved and the se of non-ideal 

power suplies, deoouplin was found tobe nscesary to 

prevent random oscillations. 
lthough in a direct-coupled circuit, each stare is 

somewhat dependent upon the proceedinr stage, transistor 

interchangeability 18 not adversely affected. To change 

transistors, generally only a readjustment of the emitter 

resistor is reu1red to coNDensate for the variation In 

transistor parameters which is encountered. 

Utilizing the methods outlined above an acceptable 

ea amplifier was constrted with ari amplifIcation of 

about 22,000 and a bandwidth of 950 ko. For more results 

see the chapter entitled tTixper1raental esult8r. 

Denodulator ieslgn Analysis 

At this point In the desipn, the orlc;inal dc InI'orna- 

tion has theoreticully been chopped and amplified. ow 

lt Is desirad to recover the amplified infor:iation, a 

process referred to as demodulation. 

It Should be noted, that by necessity the input dr- 
dut must contain a serles capacitor bctvieen the input 

chopper and the ac amplifier to isolate the chopper from 

the dc level at the input to the ac a plifier. Since this 
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capacitor cannot pass a dc voltage, lt distributes the 
chopped sLnal about the dc level at the Input to the ac 

amplifier. Thus to recover the chopped and amplified 

lnfori1iatlon, only a hait of each cycle must be utilized. 

This is easily accomplished by using a serles switch to 

connect the output of the ac pliuier to a low-pass 

filter during a half of each chopping cycle. 
Since the ac amplifier produces no appreciable phase- 

shift the positive portion of the copped wave at the 

output of the ac amplifier would be In phase with a posi- 

tive input sIgnal, and the negative portion 1800 out of 

phase with the original slnal. EIther portion may be 

recovered depending upon the phase of the recovered 

signal which Is desired. In this speoiflo case the posi- 
tive In-phase portion was required. 

The resultant demodulator then taxes te fornì swn 
below. 

Figure 17. An Equivalent Demodulator Circuit Diagram 

íhere: 
R8 Output Im- 
ped.ance of ao 
upll fier 

RL. Input Im- 
pedance of do 
emplifier 
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For a tiieoretioal minimum noise, the capc.cltor should. 

charge very fast and. Cischare very slowly or - O, and. 

Since the common-emitter stage has an output 

iìnpedamco o several thousand ohms, it waa decided, to use 

a common-coLLector output stage ou tue ac aap±ifier to 

teed. the demodulator from a low impedance source, about 

1,000 ohms. however, lt was later found. that a source 

iapedance of several tnoti&and. ohms was more desirable 

since the modulated wave contains several uzd.esirab1e 

transients. inue, by maiilng the ci.arglng time-constant 

longer, the demodulated. output of the capacitor could. not 

follow the very brief transients and. the noise was consid- 

erably reduced.. Therefore, the common collector ac output 

stage is not necessary. 

The switch itscj.f 18 simIlar to the luput choper 

discusseci prev1o.. sly except that the noriia1 series connoc- 

tian is used.. This is u better confiuratlon for the high- 

level apiicaticn lvo1ved riere. i.1so, the 2Nb88 transis- 
tor was chosen over the 2N346 for this application because 

of its better high-level characteristics. 

The parameters of tXie euivalont circuit, figure 17, 

which wore obtained. in the actual dLìodulator were approxi- 

nate.A.y R5 . 6,000 ohms, RL 20,000 oims, and C 0.02 uf. 

Thus the charging time-constant was Jout 0.12 milliseconds 

and. the di8charge time-constant about 0.40 aillilsoconda, 
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Idealized switchin.c' conditions. The;e naraineters 
were ound to be about optimum for a ehopping frequency of 
80 c, or a chopping period of 12.5 mIcroseconds. 

uutput LC Àip1ifìer Desigfl Neuiraziieuts 

Jfter constructInc and testing the input circuit, 
Innut chopper, ac amplifier and demodulator, it was i'ound. 

that the overall arip1IficatIon from trie input to tne output 
of the demodulator was about 5,000. Tnus ar amplification 
of at least 4 Is required to boost the total amplification 
to 'O,0OO or more. 

s previously discussed, it was also required tnat 
the input Impedance to the hIsh-1eve1 do amplifier be In 

the order of ten or twenty thousand ohms. 

To achieve this minimum gain of 4 along with an Input 

Impedance of about 20,000 ohms, arid acceptable therxu1 

stability, lt was decided ttiat silicon transistors would 

be necessary. This conclusion Is apnarent after setting 
up a few theoretical circuits which satisfy the amplií'I- 

cation and input imDednce requirements, and then calcu- 
iLitIflg the stability factors for the vurious circuits, 
allowing a 1°F temperature variation. .1ith germanium 

transistors it 'vas found that the quiescent collector 
voltage could easily change a volt or more, while with 

silicon transistors the change was In the order of 
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hundreuths of a voit. 

The NPN type of transistor, in contrast to the PN? 

transistors used in the ac aliiplifler, was chosen in ord9r 

to use the :uiescent dc level of -14 volts at the output 

of the domodulator to the best advantage. In addition to 

tfle type, lt 18 easily seeiì tiiat a ioderate hf5 is ieslred 

a1on with an alpha cutoff frequency of 3evrEd. hundred 

kilocycles. 

One nore condition must be Imposed before a satisfact- 
ory transistor can be chosen. This condition is that the 

transistor must have a raximum collector-to-emitter voltage 
in the order of 40 volts or more 1f a 4 15 volt output 

swing is to be permitted. This 15 true because the common- 

eríiitter amplification stae iust prociuce a jlus or minus 

1? or 18 volts which is attenuated to 15 volts bj the 
common-collector output stage and. the AZS arraneent. 

From these conditions, then, the 2N334 transistor 
was chosen. Specltioally, it Is a silicon type NPN trail- 
sistcr witfl an hte of aboit 40 nd an alpha cutoff rre- 
quency of 8 hìo. In addition it has a rauximuin collector- 

to-emitter voltage of 45 volts. 
.Ehe output dc &iplifier circuit Itself Is a straight- 

forward conventional type of circuit, which presents no 

unusual situations. However, the common-collector output 
stage requires considerably juggling of power supplies 
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and breakdown diodes until the Proper combination of 

voltaos is arrived at whereby the juiesceiit output level 

will be zero volts dc. 

It is naturaily understood tAlat the common-collector 

output stage besides providing an AZS arrangement was asked 

to provide a low output impedance of about 1,500 onis. 

This value can be calculated from circuit equations (16, 

p. 11-23) or obtained experimentally. The output iupedance 

could easily be lowered, to 1,000 ohms or less with a proper 

choice of power upplies. 

dditionally, the low-pa8s RC filters or shaping 

networl:s were found necessary to limit the bandwidth and. 

conseuuently reduce the output noise. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the manner described previously, a dc chopper

amplifier was constructed as indicated on the circuit

diagram, figure 41. The completed circuit and test setup

appeared as shown below.

Figure 18. Experimental Test Setup

DC Amplifier Result*

Before evaluating the specific results of the total

do amplifier, considerable insight into the operation of

the amplifier can be gained by examining the oscillographs

recorded at various points in the circuit under various
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test conditions, kil oscilloraphs were recorded with an 

effective oscilloscope bandwidth of about 10 kc and a 

chopping frequency of 80 kc unle8s otherwise noted. kl5o, 

the scale factors listed. re per L1aor division as shown 

on the o8cilloraphs. 
The operating characteristics of the input chopper 

were difficult to obtain pictorially because of the very 

small voltages involved, less than one millivolt. How- 

ever, the output of the input ahopper with a zero input 

signal appeared as indicated below. 

Figure 19. Output Voltage of the Input Chopper ith A Zero 

Input Signal 

(A) 

n 

Horiz: 2 usec/div 

Vert: 2.5 mv/div 

iloriz: 2 useo/dlv 

Vert: 25 mv/div 



(C) 

1oriz: a usec/div 
(Bandvqidth of 1.3 kc) 

Vert: 2 iv/diy 

The most important characteristic to be noted from 

these oscillographs are the form end ;aagnitude of the 

transients which occur while the chopper is changing 

states. It should. also be noted. that t:ere is no appreci- 
able bias error produced. In either state. Figure 10-C 

illustrates the waveform approximately as seen j trie 

ac amplifier since the ac amplifier has a bandwidth of 
950 Ko and the osoillograph was recorded with an effective 

oscilloscope bandwidth of 1.13 c. 
The output of the Input chopper with an applied 

external signal is indicated below. 

Fiire 20. Output Voltage of the Input Chopper iith A 
-1 ì1llivolt DC Input Signal 

kioriz: 2 usec/div 
(Bandwidtn of 1.3 Mc) 

Vert: 2 mv/div 



Figure 21. Output Voltage of the Input Chopper V1th An 
AC Input Signal 

iioriz: 2 rneec/d.iv 

Vert: .5 xav/'div 

The previously shown two osci11oraphs were record.d 

on the output slde of the capacitor connecting the chopper 

to the ac amplifier, thus they represent the input to the 

ao amplifier. The lnd.icated response to a dc siriia1 is 

quite obvious, in contrast to the response to the ac sig- 

nal. Figure 21 should. contain two traces wnlch have an 

outline siiuilar to the familiar amplitude-modulated. wave. 

Thus the outlines of the two traces should. be 1800 out of 

phase with each other. iowever, the signal level had to 

be increased beyond. that required for normal operation to 

obtain a visible trace, and. they appear somewhat d.ist 

The following figure illustrates the response o 

ac amplifier to the chopped waveform with a zero inpu 

signal. 
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Figure 22. Input and Output Voltage ;iaverorms oÍ' the C 
Amplifier ilth Zero Input Signal 

Upper trace: 
Horiz: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 2.5 mv/div 

L.ower trace: 
Horiz: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 5 v/div 

This oscillograph vividly illustrates the hold stor- 

age time accumulated by the ao amplifier in response to 

the large transients caused by the input chopper. This 

is a basic limit to the speed of chopping which can be 

used effectively. The portion of the trace immediately 

to the right of the negative transient is that produced 

by the chopper being In the conducting or non-transmitting 

8tate, and the portion immediately to the right of the 

positive transient Is produced while the chopper is in 

the non-conducting, or transmitting state. 

The response of the ac mp.tifier to an applied dc 

input signal Is seen in the following figure. 
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Figure 23. Input and. Output Voltage Waveforms of the i.0 
Amplifier With an Applied. Input Signal of -0.8 

Millivolts 

Upper trace: 
Horia: 2 usec/dIv 
Vert: 5 v/div 

Lower trace: 
Horiz: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 2.5 mv/div 

This figure Illustrates the change In the waveform 

at the output of the AC amplifier caused. by an input sinal 
of -0.8 millIvolt. The lower trace was recorded at the 
Input to the ac amplifier, and. the upper trace at the out- 

put of the ac amplifier. 

Figure 24. Output Voltage Waveform of the AC Amplifier 
With an C xternal Signal 

Horiz: 2 msec/dlv 

Vert: 5 v/div 

This figure Illustrates the waveform produced at the 

output of the ac amplifier by virtue of applying an ac 

signal at the input to the dc amplifier. It will be noted 
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that the two outlines of the ac signal are 1800 out of 

phase as txiey should. be. 

The next figure illustrates te ability of the output 
demodulator switch to control large signals. .'he illustra- 

tion was obtained by replacing the input to te switch by 

a simple dc source and removing the deuodu1ator capacitor. 

Thus the switch should ideally connect the dc source to 

the resistive load and disconnect it according to the 

polarity of the switching voitake. 

Figure 25. Response of the Demodulator Switch to Large 
Signals 

() Applied source of 15 volts 

I 

(B) Applied source of -15 volts 

:ioriz 2 usec/div 
Vert: 5 v/dIv 

iioriz: 2 usec/dlv 
Vert: 5 v/dIv 
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It la seen from this figure that the switch can con- 

trol positive signal3 as large as l volts very well, 

however, as is typical of this switch lt d.oes not quite 

completely turn off a negative signal of lb volts. It 

was observed., though, to control a negative lO volts 

very well. Since the maximum signal to be encountered in 

application is 5 volts, lt was concluded. that this series 

type of switch can control these signal m&gnitudes very 

well. 

The following Illustrations depict the response of 

the demodulator to an applied do 8igflal. 

Figure 26. Input and Output Voltage V'avefornis of the 
Demodulator In Response to a Given DC Signal 

(A) Zero Input Signal 

Both traces: 
Horiz: 2 usec/dlv 
Vert: 5 v/div 

(B) O.8 íllllvolt DC Input Signal 

Both traces: 
horiz: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 5 v/div 



(C) -0.8 iilhivolt DC Input Signal 
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Both tracee: 
Horiz: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 5 v/div 

In those osoillographs, both traces were recorded. 

with the same de orientation, although the dc orientation 

is not the same for all three oscillographs. The straight 

line or trace was recorded. at the output of the deniodu- 

lator, while the other waveform was taken from the input 

to the demodulator, or the output of the ac amplifier 

common-collector output 8tage. These figures then show 

which part of the waveform the demodulator output follows. 

FIgure 27. Input and Output Voltage Vavoforms of the 
Demodulator In osponse to an AC Signal Input 

(A) 

(B) 

ioriz: 2 msec/d.iy 
Vert: 5 v/div 

1r1z: 2 mseo/d.Iv 
Vert: 5 v/dIv 
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The above two osclllographs were taken with corres- 
pond.ing phase and. dc reference. The upper Illustration 

shows the input to the deniodulator, and tne loer illus- 

tration shows the output of the demodulator. From these 

oscilloraphs one may easily see that the upper more fuzzy 

component of figure Z7-Á Is the one which Is covered by 

the demodulator. The lower one could be recovered by 

merely changing the polarity of the switching voltage on 

the demodulator switch, however, It would be 1800 out of 

phase with the original signal, as previously explained. 

FIgure 28. Output Voltage 'Vaveforrn of Total DC Amplifier - 

1oriz: 2 :isec/div 
Vert: 5 v/div 

The above figure Illustratos the sinusoidal waveform 

at the output of the do amplIfIer with a full 30 volt 

swing from peak-to-peak. 

The noise at the output of th, do amplifier with a 

zero Input Is depicted on the following page. 



Figure 29. NoIse at Output 01' DC ip1If 1er 
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Horlz: 2 mseo/div 
Vett: 0.25 v/div 

It can be noticed that the noise Is primarily corn- 

posed of low frequency components, and. has a maxirnura peak- 

to-peak magnitude of about 0.6 volts. 

The switching voltage waveform used throughout the 

tests appeared as Indicated below. 

FIure 30. 3witchin Voltage Viavefo 

Hori: 2 usec/div 
Vert: 0.25 v/dIv 

A very pertinent characteristic of the overall do 

amplifier is the effect of variations In the phopping 

frequency. This effect is shown in figure 31. (Figures 

31 through 41 are contained in appendix I.) 

This figure illustrates that the amplification of 
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tl:ie over&L1 ãc apif1er is guite 1nã1íer-.iit to citi1ge3 

iii he ChOpp1fl( frecj)Lox1cy over a fairly large range of 

freueio1es. The overall aiip1iflcation is within 2 db of 

maxlmLÀLu with a chopping fruency any-iÌiere from 20 e to 

8) o, wit iìe 5 d.b down points ¿it 12 icc anti 140 ke. 

TiAB tail-off at low frequeucies is oaseà partly by tue 

fail-off or tLAe c ap..iiier it iow £reuencies and partly 

by the Inability of tie puise trans.orrRers, wíìlch 3upply 

tße swioìin voltage to tue sw1tcie, to pasa ;ood. auare 
waves. 2t low freueiìcies tíLeir output eooe3 he deriva- 

tive Uj tLie iíìput u;uare xiave. Tie aigii freqjncy fall- 
off Is caused priaiarily by tie fall-ott o the ac auplifier 
and the effects of tue raieieLits produced by te li.iput 

cnopper wuicu become icore critical as tno oiiopp1n period 

Is reIuod. i3Otu the input chopper and the deiaodalator 

switch were found to switch very effectively as high as 

three or four iundred Lllocycle3. dowever, wlt.a an ac 

aiip11fier respon1se is indicated in £ig.ire 32, tne u$iity 
to nass a good representatioci o1 a squro w.ve is iiiited 
to about 100 ito. It is eneral1y understooä. taat at least 
five harmonies aro required to 9TOduûe an uproxiit1on 
of the sivare vave. This would mean the first, titird, 
fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonic of the fundamental, 

since the square wave is coiposed of an infinite number 

of odd. harmonics. 



Tne ac amplifier also causes a time lag from input 

to output of about 0.3 usec, or a phase lag of about 

9° at 80 rc. This characteristic Is pibably beneficial 

as it indicates that the demodulator switch changes states 
slightly before the corresponding part of tue chopped 

signal nas been passed. Thus the demodulator retains trie 

potential of the top of the chopred wve rather than a 

magnitude determined by the transients or round off of the 

chopped si('nal. 

The frequency response or the overall dc amplifier 

is shown In figure 33. The amplification is flat from 

dc to 400 cps with a 3 db down point at 1,100 cps which 

is just siIhtly beyond the requirement or 1,000 cps. 

The phase-shift from Input to output is 117° at the 3 db 

down point. 

The frequency response or the overall dc np1IfIor 

is primarily determined by the demodulator and output 

d.c amplifier, the remainder being due to the input filter 
and. half-wave chopping technique. This conclusion Is 
easily seen by ciparing figure 33. to figure 34 which 

shows the frequency responso for the output demodulator 

and. output dc amplifier. The rather abrupt fall-off In 

amplification and. the consequent rise in phase shift are 

caused. by the demodulating capacitor, and the other low- 

pass RC filter placed In the output dc amplifier. These 
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filters were necessary, first, to na1nta1n stability, and. 

second, to red.uce the noise of trie overall d.c amplifier. 
Since noise is apuroxiznately proportional to bandwidth, 

dub1ing the bandwidth aproxiraately doubles the noise at 
the output. Stability could be obtained with a much larger 
bandwidth, as large as ten or twenty ice, however, the 

presence of con1aorable noise required. that the bandwidth 

be reduced to a minimum. This then is the reason for the 

restricted. bandwidth. 

The noise at the output of the overall open-loop dc 

Lmplifier was found to be about 0.6 volt peaic-to-peaic, or 
about 0.3 volts as indicated. on an rms voltmeter with a 

frequency range or 20 cps to 2 mc. 0f this total, about 

5 millivolts peaìc-to-peakc. were contributed by the output 
dc amplifier alone, and about 0.3 volts peaic-to-pea by 

the ac amplifier alone. The comparatively large noise 
voltage of the overall dc amplifier, however, was found. 

to be Droduced by the chopped waveform, entering the ac 

amplifier, being modulated by the noise of the first 
couple of ac amplification stares, tfle noise modulated. 

signal being further amplified in the remainder of the 
ac amplifier, demodulated in the demodulator, and further 
amplified by the output dc aplifier. Consequently, to 

reduce the noise voltage without furtier limiting the 
bandwidth, a very low noise ac amplifier must be 



constructed. Thus very low noise fleure transistors, 

especially at low frequencies, are Indicated. 

In this discussion lt should also be noted tnat con- 

siderable emphasis Idust be placed on obtaining power 

supplies which exhibit very low noise voltages while 
under load. If the power supplies Indicate a noise volt- 

age much In excess of 0.5 mIllivolts eak-to-peac, the 

noise figures of te Individual components and overall 

dc amplifier increase very rapidly. 

i.n added feature was also built into the output dc 

amplifier In that by removing the 10,000 ohus serles 
resistance between the demodulator and output d.c amplifier, 

the amplification of the overall amplifier could be raised 

from 26,500 to 44,000. ThIs would represent a significant 
ILprovement in the dc amplifier although the noise and 

drift Increase proportionally. iowevr, because of the 

great difficulty involved in obtaining valid open-loop 
test results at the higher value of gain, the amplifier 
was left at its lower value for the tests indicated In 

this discussion. 
It will be noted from the previous experimental 

results, that this system is also wasteful of the amplifi- 
cation built Into the different components. Ith an ac 

amplification of 22,000 and output do amplification of 

4.3, a total amplIfication of about 94,000 is possible. 
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uiowever, out of tnis posib1e amplification of 94,000 

only 26,500 is realized, the rcainder being absorbed by 

the input circuit to the ac amplifier. In comparison, 

a very small ount of imlification is lost in the demodu- 

lation pxcess. In addition, if the input in.ped.&nce is 

increased, the total overall dc ampllI'ication is further 

reduced since the overall do amplification is approximately 

inversely proportional t the input impedance. 

During the oporat:on of this test circuit it was 

noted that the long term drift, seveil hours, at a given 

room temperature was negligible in comparison to the 

noise, probably being less than 0.1 volt pea.r-to-peai. 

Tne non-linear distortion of the overall open-loop 

dc amplifier wa found to be 3.8. This value represents 

a minimum value, as the exact settings of the cnopping 

frequency and nignitude were optimized. Th distortion 

Is definitely ependent upon the magnitude and frequency 

of the chopping source, and the iva1tude of the switching 

8igflal supplied to t1e demoulator switch; although not 

in a well defined manner. Consequently there values must 

be Individually adjucted for oest results. The non-linear 

distortion of the ac amplifier and output dc amplifier 

contribute only a very small part of the total observed 

non-linear distortion. 
Ihe thermal drift of the open-loop overall d.c 

amplifier is indicited in figu.re i5. It is sîown that 



the overall dc amplifier rias a drift of about 0.25 volt 

in the teinperatu range of fron 5°F to 85°F, whicìì is 

the normal operating temperature of laboratory equipment. 

However, t te:nperatures much h1her than 850F the thermal 

drift increases very rapidly. This sudden rise and then 

fall is caused by the unbalanced temperature tracking 

qualities of the genanium transistors _sed. in the input 

cÌopper. Thus, 1f one desires a small thermal drift at 

high tenperatures, silicon transistors or temperature 

matched germanium transistors are indicated. 

The contributions to tue overall thermal drift by 

the ac amplifier and. output dc ariplifler are Illustrated 

in figure 36. The rather non-uniform drift of tue ac 

amplifier is caused by the different te;perature tracKing 

dLi1ties of the different stages, diodes, and resistors. 

The therial drift of tue output dc amplifier is rather 

uniform although much higher than would be expected. This 

would lead to the conclusions that either the silicon 

transistors ¡lad hither values than indicated, there 

were some unusually terperature sensitive resistors in 

tiie circuit, or the diodes had large te:perature coeffi- 

cienta. it should be noted that the output dc aiiplifior, 

particularly, is of an experimental nature. Thus lt could 

be "cleaned up" In a well thought out design and taus Liade 

more stable with temperature. 



From the preced.1n discussion, it Is seen that trie 

circuit as shown in figure 41 has the following major 

specifications. 
1. Voltage amplification of 26,500. 

2. Input impedance equal to 2,000 ohms. 

3. Output impedance equal to 1,500 ohms. 

4. 4ax1mum output voltate swing of 1 volts. 

5. Thermal drift equal to 0.25 volt In the to. .pera- 
ture range of 5b to 850f. 

Long trm output drift ies than 0.1 volt. 

7. Landwidth of do to 1,100 cpa. 

8. Phase-stift at 1,000 cpa equal to 1l7, with 
reference to the Input. 

9. Noise at output equal to 0.6 volt peak-to-peat. 

10. :Ton-linear distortion equal to 3.8% 

il. The circuit requires uatching Input chopper 
transistors v;nlch is easily accoiplIshed. Cther 
transistors are Interchangeable with only a 
readjustment of emitter resistor usually necessary. 
Individual adjustment of chopping frequency and. 
switching sina1 magnitudes is necessary for 
optimum results. 

¿t,8 a word of caution, It should be rrent1oried that the 

dc choprer amplifier as shown in figure 41 is strictly an 

experimente]. circuit and consequently Its physical circuit- 

ry could be Imijroved. 



Operational Implifior ?esu1ts 

Since the dc amplifier was dsinod. toward an appli- 

cation to the operational axrìpllfior, Its basic characteris- 

tics as an operational wnpllfier network are of interest. 
(me network, as sh;n In figure 1, becomes mereiy an 

operational ac aiaplifler if Z1 and are resistors, the 

ratio of R2 to R1 being termed. the dc gain of the netvior. 

If Z1 is a resistance, while Is e capacitor, the net- 

work becomes an integratIng operational arp1ifier; and 

if the resistor and. capacitor are interchaflged, the net- 

work becomes a differentiating operational amplifier.) 
The predictability of the operational dc amplifier 

was found to correspond. very well with the theoretical 

values Indicated In figure 44. dIth Z1 and. Z2 in the 

order of 10 ohms to 10 ohms generally very predictable 

operations could be performed., the error being In the 

order of l. -1owever, with uore incongruous values the 

error could easily be increased to 1OO or nre. An exact 

analysis of the predictability was difficult to obtain 

because of the required accurucy in components and 'neasur- 

Ing instrnents. 
The frequency response of the operational dc a'iîplifier 

network is Indicated in fIgures 37 and 38. From figure 

37 It is noted, that the barid.vildth Is nearly the same 

regardless of trie value of dc gain, thus a trade of 
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bandw1th for a1n Is not effected. This churecter1sc10 

was obtained because the fall-off of cidpllflcatlofl with 

freQuency o the overall dc amplifier was not the 1c3.eul 

6 db per octave, and. probably also beoase the resistors 

in the operational amplifier network were interacting with 

frequency sensitive elements witriin the dc anpllfier itself. 
Consequently, at a d.c gain of unity the bandwidth was only 

about 4,000 eps, at a de gain of 48 the 'bcndwidth wa about 

1,700 cpa, and at the open-loop do gain eI' 25,000 the 

bandwidth was still 1,100 cpa. 

The phase-shift response of the operational dc 

amplifier network at different mlues of dc in is illus- 
trated in fIgure 38. This l'igure hovis that the phase- 

shift is relatively indepondent of values of dc gain below 

50. This would be expected from the iinp11fication response 

previously noted. 

ttlso of particular interest Is the amount ei' non- 

linear distortion which the particular operational ampli- 

tier networzc exhibits. This relationship is shown as a 

function of dc gain in figure 39. The non-linear distor- 

tion in the open-loop configuration was about 3.8% which 

decreased to less than o.i% at unity dc gain. In the open- 

loop configuration, the switching frequency and. magnitudes 

had to be Individually adjusted to obtain the optimum 

results; nowever, when loaded down with feedbuck until 



the dc ga1r wes in trie vicinity of loo or 1eî, the opera- 

tional amplifier was quite insensitive to the switching 

frequency and. niegnitude. 

The noise encountered in the opertt1onal do ¶mp1ifier 

was about 0.1 to 0.2 volt peak-to-eak for values of dc 

gain below 100. 

The res'Donse of the integrating type of operational 

amplifier network is depicted in figure 40. iith an RC 

time-constant of 0.005 seconds, the quality of integration 

would. only b expected to be good above 200 cps, ts shown. 

It is seen that the an-wlification of the network varies 

inversely as the frequency, and that the phase-shift, 

with reference to the input, is 900 for all useable fre- 

quencies. The phase-shift is not merely the phase-shift 

relationship of the open-loop dc amplifier plus an addi- 
tional lag of g0 might be expectod, because the 

Integration relationship is obtained as long as the 

amplification is high, with no regard to Its phase-shift, 

as long as it is stable. 

From a brief investigation of the integrating opera- 

tional aìp1ifier, it was generally concluded that the 

network behaved in a predictable manner within its limita- 

tions as indicated. in Appendix III. 
The differentiator type cf operational tmpl1fier 

network is not of very much practical use since Its output 
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Is primarily noise. This was easily verified. Conse- 

cjuently no specific data was taken on the differentiator 
tipe of networi. 

complete analysis of the characteristics of the dc 

chopper amplifier used In operational amplifier networks 

is beyond the scope of this report. 



CONCLUSIONS 

General Discussion 

Cf the two possible modes of operation, current or 

volta!e, the operational voltage amplifier networK is much 

better suited to large scale analog computer operations 

because of the possible use of cozurn owor supplies for 

the oporatlonal a:p1ifirs. Ti.he sìeclfications for a 

dc amplifier, to be used. in such a network, may deviate 

considerably from ideal, and still not destroy the use- 

fulness of the amplifier. In ;iarticular, the Input 

Impedance, output impedance, and phase-shift may vary 

appreciably from the ideal, and as long as the amplifi- 

cation is high, accurate and predictable operations may 

be effected. 

In selecting a transistor dc amplifier circuit for 

such an appllcLtlon, considerations of voltage amplifi- 

cation and. temperature stability are of paramount impor- 

tance. In general the direct-coupled type of dc circuitry 

is unsatisfactory because of the conflict bet'.:een bias 

stability and amplification. Hover, the differential 

type of circuit Is iauch to be preferred to the single- 

sided configuration. The conflict between bias stability 

arid. amplification In direct-coupled circuits can only be 

resolved appreciably by usIn' iaatched or custom tailored. 



tempertìture sensitive e1ercient. Thus one usually resorts 

to a do cnopper-stEtblllzed. or dc chopper-ap1if1er. 

oíl the chopper-stabilized aiplifler or chopper-ampli- 
fier, the chopper-amplifier outwardly offers the sinp1est 
solution. However, the success of this system is primarily 
determ.1rie by the quality of the chopper. The chopper 
must also be h1rh frequeney device in order to obt&in a 

suitable bandwidth. Herein, a nthod lias been developed 
whereby trnsistors can be easily iokad h1ch are matched 

at a specific v&lue of bc durr3nt and toprature, and 

thus exhibit ideal characteristics in a dlfftrentlal type 

of switch. Thus a very hi quality svilteh ci be con- 
structed. this switch utilizes two trans1sors in the 
1nvrted connection, serles pair confluration. 

The principle dlsadvantao oncountred with thu type 
of chopper, hcwievcr, is tnat the transistors are not flecos- 

sarily balanced. at all tomporaturoc, considerable 
mismatch may occur at Mher teiaperaturee; Lnd. that an 

appreciable transient cf about one-half rnlcro&econd dur- 

atlon is produced as tuo switch changos states. These 

iaperfectlons are further maifled by the ac arn)lifier, 
and as a result 'the chopper-amplifier designed around this 
input chopper may have very poor tiperaturo characteris- 
tics. 

A chopper-type dc amplifier was constructed, as 
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Illustrated In figure 41, which consist4 of a serieE 

arrangement of input chopper, ac amplifier, deraoculator, 

output dc auplifier, and. their as8ociated. circuitry. l'ha 

Input cnopper was constructed as Indicated above, and. the 

overall dc amplifier exhibited a tnerial drift of G.2 

volts in a temperature range of from 5F to 8b°, and. an 

output noise of 0.6 volt peak-to-peak iith a bndwIdtuì of 

from dc to 1,200 cps. Other principle specifications were 

an input Impedance of 2,000 ohms, an output Impedance of 

1,500 ohms, a rriaxlxnum output voltae swing of + 15 volts, 

and. a voltae amplification of 26,500. A much larger 

bandwidth could be utilized, however, the noise increases 

approximately proportional to the bandwidth. The rela- 

tively lerge noise wltage of 0.6 volts peak-to-pea. was 

caused by the noise of the ac amplifier ndulating the 

choped signal. 
.ìlthin Its limitations the amplifier was found to 

operate satisfectorily as an operational a.piifIer in 

the integrator and. dc amplifier operational networKs. The 

do chopper amplifier as shown in figure 41, however, is 
an experimental circuit and conse1uently Its physical 

circuitry could be Improved. Its principle value lies 
In providing the general chracteristics of this type of 

cIrcuit --it is not an end result in Itself. 



Possibilities for Future York 

Future work in the field of transistor dc amplifiers 

could well be directed at improving the cnaracteristics 

of the dc chopper amplifier inieh v;as investigated, in 

tuis report. i2he principie disadvantages of this circuit 

wore found to be its excessive taerinal drift, noise, and. 

low input impedance. 

The use of silicon transistors in tflo input chopper 

uld definitely Improve the temperature eflaracteristics 

of the circuit and. possibly ixnirove the chopping operation. 

notuer possibility o iinprcving the noiulation eecrinique 

lles In eliminating tue switcuing transients. mis vuld. 

allow a much greater chopping frecuency. 

delightful possibility of improving the overall dc 

a1p1ifIer is taat of using e. current-stop-up transformer 

in the input circuit between tue chopper und. ac amplifier. 

This could possibily Improve tIle zwitching ohaructezIstie, 

input Impedance, and. overall amplif'ication. 

¿n extreaely low noise, high gain, ac amplifier is 

also required to reduce the noise of the overall system. 

To further perfect the axip.ifier, it is quite proba- 

ble that a phase-lead network could be utilized to correct 

for some of the undesirod. phase-shift. 

From this investiation, lt is definitely seen that 

the chopper-stabilized aLpilfier, fiçure 6-A, deserves 
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considLerable investigation as it may prove to e a better 

systmn than th one herein invostigate. 
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AP1NDLL II 

DVIATI ON AND ILLUSTRAT ION OF THE RROR 
CIL.RACT HITICS OF A NON.ID.AL 

OPE RAT I ONAL NET WO R 



DEVIAi'ION AND ILLUSTRATION OF TH! ERROR CiARACTRISTICS OF 
A NON-IDEAL OPERATIONAL NETWO 

The non-ideal dc amplifier can ba represented in 

terms of tus ideal amplifier as shown below. 

Figure 42. Equivalent Circuit of the Non-Ideal Amplifier 

+ 

E 

where: r input irapdanoe 
R0 output impedance 

) 

+ 

Thus the general operational amplifier network for 

a non-ideal operational amplifier is represented as shown 

below, 
Figure 43. A Non-Ideal Operational .nìplifior Network 
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Now, if we assume a zero source iped.tnce and infinite 
load impedance, and equate the sum of currents into the 

second summing point to zero, we obtain: 

(1) ( - e 
R0+ZO -+( 7° °th a 

A rearranement yields, 

(2) e 
+ ( + 

Utilizing the first sunxnin point, vie obtain: 

e1 
(3) (eo_e)+(e_4) 

2 

e Z 

(4) _2.z 2 

i R0j-Z2 e0 

Multiplying expressions (2) and (4) yields, 

R 
-h O 

e Z 0- 2 A 

ei 7 ? n 
_1 ( z1 + 1r(O 'lr2 2 R0 

R0 
Now if « 
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e 

(5) e1 

.7 

Z+ ( 

ZR '2+4R4 R__1)1( ;ltZl ZO 

i 
And. neg1eciin the term in 7 , lt 

e 
o 

(6) - 2 

Z R 7 7 R Z 

- z 1r - ir 2 + R0 Z2 O i 

Now A 
(z1+ + +R z2R1) i 

(7) . in r r Z1 

Íhe error term is easily recon1zed as 

(8) error 1 
RZ2 ßQ Z20 
r r l 

So1vin for Z1 we obtain 

-Z2 r Z2 + R 

(9) Z1 
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Now if we desire the error lLrdting v.1ues of Z2 and. 

Z1, they can be found from the equation: 

-Z2 r ( Z2 -t- R0 
(10) 

+ z ( R - r - r ) + r 
2 0 

A Z 25,000 
For the specific case of: r z 2,000 

1,000 

o.1 
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This plot is approximated on the following page. 
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RBLATIONSHIP 
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DERIVATION OF INTEGRATING OPERATIONAL JiP.IFIER 1TWORK 
ERROR RLATIONS±IIP 

Prooeding as in Appendix II, 

Figure 45. A Non-Ideal Operational Amplifier, Integrator 
Network 

C 

I! 

) 

Assumptions: 1. Zero source Impedance 
2. InfInite load. Impedance 

In ternis of the Laplace operator S, the current 

summation around the second node yields, 

1 1 
e 

(1 ( 2. e ..l 
*(.2... ej) r o 

Rearrangement yields, 

i 
(2) o 1 e 

e1 
( 

RCS .. R . 

R cs+i R0 CS*i I 



Suinra1n the currents about the first nodo yields 114 

(3) (e -e1' - 
o o --e --) CSC o 

(4) 

1 4- 

?- ( ; c s 
R0C 3+1 

Combining the expressions (2) a (4) ivs 

e0 1.t.. (R0cs 

() -. 

+ [ RCS + R005 + RrR0 + 
A 

1. 

If ( R C )< 1, una we re;lect terms involving -- 
o 

eo_ 
(6) 

' -ics+ . {(Rcs)(%cs)+ ics-f ics+ -Crf .+i] 

RH 
again ir 

ARCS { 
(Rcs) (R0cs) + RCS + R0CS 41 

o i o i 
e 2H 
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DJVIÁT ION UF DIF RNTL.TING UP.RATIONAL 
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RELATION3IIIP 
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DIVIÂTION OF DIFFERENTIATING OPERATIONAL AIvLIFIR NETWORK 

ERROR RkTIONSliIP 

Prooedin as In appendIx I, 

FIgure 46. A Non-Ideal Operational ipiIfIer Differenti&t- 
Ing Network 

+ 

AssumptIons: 1. Zero source Irripedance 
2. InfinIte load impedance 

In terms of the Laplace operator s, tne current 

summation arouxd the second node yields, 

i i i 

(1) (°0 i - 
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i 
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The suinìation of currents about tne first node yields, 

(3) (e-e 

a 
e o I' 
e1 - R i- R 
o o 

(5) 

(6) 

n. 

1 

o 

Combining expression (2) and (4), yields 

R IT) O 
e 

e. in 

Now if 

e0 

-1 

( it ;2. )« 1, 

-[cs - °o;][ 1+ i+ 

Combining terms and. neglecting the term Involving 

e0 
I- 1 R R 

(7) -RC;[ 1T(0cSf_2+1) 


